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cgmseach disc contains information specifying if the contents can be copied. this is a serial copy generation
management system (scms) designed to prevent initial copies or generational copies (copies of copies). the

cgms information is embedded in the outgoing video signal. for cgms to work, the equipment making the copy
must recognize and respect the cgms information. the analog standard (cgms-a) encodes the data on ntsc

line 21 (in the xds service) or line 20. cgms-a is recognized by most digital camcorders and by some computer
video capture cards (they will flash a message such as recording inhibited). professional time-base correctors

(tbcs) that regenerate lines 20 and 21 will remove cgms-a information from an analog signal. the digital
standard (cgms-d) is included in dtcp and hdmi for digital connections such as ieee 1394/firewire. see

subsections 6 and 7 below. kidon all 2019 and newer croozer kid models (production status since may 2019),
the serial number can be found the passenger compartment, in front on the left side (relative to direction of

travel).the number is engraved on a small plate.on all 2018 croozer kid and kid plus models (production status
up to may 2019), the serial number can be found inside the rear cargo compartment in the middle of the rear
section of the base frame. the easiest way to read it is to hold your smartphone inside the cargo compartment
and take a flash photo. in late 2015, seagate started shipping hard drives with a new high-density variant of
the longitudinal magnetic recording standard, a revised p2pata format that doubled the storage capacity of
the highest-capacity drives. seagate's ultra 320, 320 and 320go were the first high-capacity hard drives to

feature this new high-density variant. later models included the 4tb ultra 460, 500gb ultra 555, and 1tb and
2tb ultra 5xx series. in late 2017, the latest 15tb version of ultra debuted. to help differentiate between the
high-density variant, the revision is labeled as p2pata-hd with the two upper greek letters being the p2pata

specification code (pata refers to the at attachment standard used to connect peripherals such as hard
drives).
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my ultimate plan for the next-
gen gpu is to get a 12gb

ti1138 from the x1. in fact,
the 12gb ti1138 is exactly

one i was looking for. its only
trick is in the 6gb 8+1

configuration, the card needs
a link down but the +1 card

does not. the inability to
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resolve problems with
performance in high-speed

serial-over-infrared (soi) that
has been critical has forced
us to re-work several of the

firmware-programmed
communications with the

remote devices. as a result of
these changes, it took

additional time to test and
implement the changes but

the improvements in
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performance and stability is
well worth the effort. to

program any of the a-star’s
ports, you must connect the
a-star to a pc using a usb to
serial adapter or cable (such
as the one provided with the

pololu micro key). the
bootloader will then run, and

show you a prompt with a
(->) symbol on the bottom.

press the key labeled (->) to
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enter the bootloader. in this
manner you can program the

a-star’s bootloader. at this
point, you will see a string of
zeros, which should not be
changed. at this point, the
bootloader has finished its

operation and is ready to run
the program. a bootloader

that accepts the
programming commands

defined in avr109 is based on
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the caterina bootloader,
which is the bootloader used

on the arduino leonardo,
arduino micro and several
other atmega32u4 boards.

the bootloader is open source
and its source code is
available on github. to
program the a-star’s

atmega32u4, it is necessary
to insert a usb programmer
or a cable between the a-
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star’s usb port and the pc.
make sure that the pc and a-
star are connected with the
same usb cable. when you
see the bootloader prompt,

press the bootloader key (->)
to enter the bootloader and

start the programming
process. 5ec8ef588b
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